Abstract. A new computing model called P system is a highly distributed and parallel theoretical model, which is proposed in the area of membrane computing. Ceterchi et al. initially proposed array rewriting P systems by extending the notion of string rewriting P systems to arrays (2003). A theoretical model for picture generation using context-free iso-array grammar rules and puzzle iso-array grammar rules are introduced by Kalyani et al. (2004 Kalyani et al. ( , 2006 . Also iso-array rewriting P systems for iso-picture languages have been studied by Annadurai et al. (2008) . In this paper we consider the context-free iso-array rules and context-free puzzle iso-array rules in iso-array rewriting P systems and examine the generative powers of these P systems.
Introduction
Among various models employed for pattern representation and analysis, the array grammar has attracted more and more attention because it has several advantages over others [8, 9] . The new computing model, called P system was introduced by G. H. Pȃun [6, 7] . This model deals with distributed computing models inspired by the structure and the functioning of the living cell. The syntactic techniques have an important role in this computability model. This model processes multi-sets of objects in the regions that are defined by a hierarchical arrangement of membranes in which the evolution rules can be associated with the regions of the membranes. The main area of study of the theoretical models includes digital pictures, image analysis and picture generations. Ceterchi et al. began a study on linking the two areas of membrane computing and picture grammars by relating P systems and array rewriting grammars generating picture languages and proposing array rewriting P systems [2] . Subsequently, a number of P systems with array objects and different kinds of rewriting were introduced in [5, 10, 11] . The two dimensional grammar models called puzzle grammars for generating connected arrays of unit cells are discussed in [12, 13] . The comparisons with pure two dimensional context-free grammars and extension of P2DCFG are discussed with array rewriting P system model in [14, 15] .
Iso-arrays are made of isosceles right angled triangular tiles and iso picture is a picture formed by catenating iso-arrays of the same size. Iso-arrays can be used in tiling system, pattern generation and kolam pattern. Wang tiling systems, contextfree iso-array grammars and context-free puzzle iso-array grammars are used for picture generation [3, 4] . Iso-array rewriting P systems for picture languages are studied in [1] . This iso-array rewriting P system can be used as a basic framework for the picture extraction in contour image retrieval system in which the picture position and orientation can be analyzed.
In this paper, iso-array rewriting P systems with context-free iso-array grammar rules and context-free puzzle iso-array grammar rules are used to generate iso picture languages and examine the generative powers of the resulting iso-array rewriting P systems.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall the notions of iso-triangular tiling systems, iso-arrays, iso picture languages and context-free iso-array, context-free puzzle iso-array grammars [3, 4] .
be a finite set of labeled isosceles right angled triangular tiles of dimensions 1/ √ 2, 1/ √ 2 and 1 unit are obtained by intersecting a unit square by its diagonals. Tile A can be glued with tile B by the pasting rules {(a 1 , b 1 ), (a 2 , b 2 ), (a 3 , b 3 )} with tile C by the rules {(a 3 , c 1 )} and with tile D by the rule {(a 1 , d 3 )}. In a similar way the gluable rules can be defined for the tiles B, C and D.
Definition 2.1. An iso-array is an isosceles right angled triangular arrangement of tiles A, B, C, D whose sides of equal lengths are denoted by S 1 , S 3 and the side of a different length by S 2 and it consists of (for some integer m > 0) tiles A, B, C, D alongside S 2 . A U -iso-array of size m is formed exclusively by m A-tiles on side S 2 , and it is denoted by U m . It will have m 2 tiles in total (including the m A-tiles on S 2 ). Similarly, D-iso-array, L-iso-array, and R-iso-array are formed exclusively by B-tile, C-tile, and D-tile on side S 2 , respectively.
and R-iso-array of size 3 (R 3 ) are shown in Figure 1 .
Iso-arrays of the same size can be catenated using the following catenation operations.
(1) Horizontal Catenation:
The horizontal catenation is defined between U -iso-array and D-iso-array of the same size, and it is denoted by the symbol − . (2) Vertical catenation:
The vertical catenation is defined between L-iso-array and R-iso-array of the same size and it is denoted by the symbol | .
The right catenation is defined between any two gluable iso-arrays of the same size and it is denoted by the symbol / . This catenation includes the following:
The left catenation is defined between any two gluable iso-arrays of the same size and it is denoted by the symbol \ . This catenation includes the following:
Definition 2.
3. An iso-picture is a picture formed by catenating iso-arrays of the same size. It is said to be of size (n, m) if there are n iso-arrays of size m catenated to form the iso picure. The number of tiles in any iso picture of size (n, m) is nm 2 . The set of all iso pictures over the alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ * *
I . An iso picture languages L over Σ is a subset of Σ * * I . Definition 2.4. Let p be an iso-picture of size (n, m). We denote by B n ,m (p), the set of all sub iso-pictures of p of size (n , m ), where n ≤ n, m ≤ m.p is an iso-picture obtained by surrounding p with a special blank symbols The rule α → β is applicable to a finite connected array γ over
α is a sub array of γ and in a direct derivation step, one of the occurrences of α is replaced by β, yielding a finite connected array δ. We denote the relation by γ ⇒ G δ. The relation ⇒ * G is the reflexive and transitive closure of ⇒ G . The array language generated by G is defined by {δ|S ⇒ * G δ, δ is a finite connected array over T } and is denoted by L(G). The class of iso picture languages generated by CFIAGs is denoted by L(CF IAG). (7) A a .
This CFIAG generates a language L ∈ L(CF IAG).
The sample derivations of the iso picture pattern of size 4 is shown in Figure 2 . Example 2.8. A context-free puzzle iso-array grammar, generating digitized staircase patterns is G = (N, T, P, S) where
P consists of the following rules:
A picture pattern generated by G is shown in Figure 3 with a sample derivation.
3. Iso-array rewriting P systems with context-free iso-array rules
In this section we consider the iso-array rewriting P systems with context-free iso-array rules in the regions associated with the membranes. Definition 3.
1. An iso-array rewriting P system of degree m ≥ 1, using rules of context-free iso-array grammars (context-free puzzle iso-array grammars) can be defined as
where V is the finite set of total alphabets, T ⊂ V is the finite set of terminal iso-arrays, ,
#C #D are blank symbols, µ is the membrane structure associated with m regions, F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F m are finite sets of iso-arrays over V associated with m regions of µ. R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R m are finite sets of isoarray rewriting rules over V associated with m regions of the membrane system µ. The rules of context-free iso-array grammars are associated with the target indications tar ∈ {here, out, in}. The target indication "here" means that the resultant picture remains in the same region, "out" means the resultant picture is sent out of the current region, the target indication "in" means the resultant picture sent into the inner region, i 0 is the label of output membrane of µ. If there is no internal membrane, then the indication "in" could not be applied. The process or computation is said to be successful if the generated picture reaches the output membrane by applying the rules of CFIAG (CFPIAG). The result of a halting computation consists of iso-triangular arrays over V which is placed in the region of the output membrane. The set of all such computed or generated pictures by the system Π is denoted by IAL(Π). The family of all isoarray languages IAL(Π) generated by Π with m membranes is denoted by IARP m (CF IAG) (IARP m (CF P IAG)).
Example 3.2. Consider an iso-array rewriting P system with context-free isoarray grammar rules
where R 1 = {(R 11 , here), (R 12 , here), (R 13 , out)}, R 2 = {(R 21 , here), (R 22 , here), (R 23 , in), (R 24 , here)} and the rules of CFIAG are given below: . The derivation of the sample picture begins with the rule R 11 of R 1 and then R 12 . The rules R 11 , R 12 , R 11 are applied. Then the rule R 13 is applied with the target indication "out". Then the resultant picture pattern is sent out to the region 2. In this region the rules R 21 , R 22 , R 21 are applied and then R 23 is applied. The target indication "in" helps to send the picture into the region 1 again. In this region R 11 , R 13 are applied. The resultant picture is once again sent out to the region 2 with the help of the target indication "out". In region 2, the rule R 24 is applied with the target indication "here" and the picture pattern digitized pyramid (iso-array of size 4) (see Figure 2(b) ) is collected in the output membrane 2 as there is no non-terminal in the picture.
On the other hand, in the region 1, the rules (R 11 , here), (R 13 , out) are applied. Because of the rule R 13 the resultant picture pattern is sent out to the region 2. In this region the rule (R 21 , here) is applied and then the rule (R 23 , in) is also applied. The target indication "here" causes the picture pattern to remain in the same region 2 and hence again the rules (R 21 , here), (R 23 , in) are applied repeatedly. Then the rule R 24 is applied. The resultant picture pattern is collected in region 2. The picture pattern with a sample derivation is shown in Figure 4 . Hence it is clear that Proof. It is clear that IARP 1 (CF IAG) = L(CF IAG), see [1] . Hence it is true that L(CF IAG) ⊆ IARP 2 (CF IAG). Now we consider an iso-array language L 1 ∈ IARP 2 (CF IAG) given in Example 3.2. It is clear that L 1 ∈ L(CF IAG).
Theorem 3.4. (i)
The two classes IARP 1 (CF P IAG) and L(CF P IAG) coincide, i.e., IARP 1 (CF P IAG) = L(CF P IAG).
(ii) The classes IARP 3 (CF P IAG) and L(CF P IAG) have non-empty intersection, i.e., IARP 3 (CF P IAG) − L(CF P IAG) = ∅.
Proof. (i) The result is obvious from the Definition 2.7.
(ii) Consider the context-free puzzle iso-array grammar (CFPIAG),
, ,
}, the start symbol S and P contains the following CFPIAG rules: . A sample derivation of a picture pattern generated by the CFPIAG is given in Figure 5 . Now consider an iso-array rewriting P system with CFPIAG rules
where . In region one, (R 11 , in) is applied. The target indication "in" sends the generated pattern into region two. Then the rule (R 21 , here) generates the new picture pattern and the pattern remains in the same region. Then the rules(R 23 , in) is applied and the resultant iso-array is sent into membrane 3. In this region the rules R 32 , R 33 are applied with the target "here". Then the resultant iso-array is collected in the same region as shown in Figure 6 .
Again applying the rules R 11 , R 21 , R 21 , (R 22 , out), R 12 , R 23 , R 31 , R 32 , R 33 to the picture S with the target indications, the digitized right angled triangle is collected in region three. The sample derivation of the picture pattern is given in Figure 7 . Again, in another instance in region one, (R 11 , in) is applied and the resultant picture is sent into region two. In this region the rules (R 21 , here), (R 23 , out) are applied. The target out sends the resultant iso-array out to skin membrane one. In this region, (R 12 , in) is applied. Then the picture is entered into region two, in which the rules (R 21 , here) and (R 23 , in) are applied. The resultant iso-array is sent into region three where the rules (R 32 , here), (R 33 , here) are applied and the resultant picture pattern is collected in region three. The sample derivation is given in Figure 8 . Let L 2 = IAL(Π 2 ). This language cannot be generated by any CF P IAG.
Theorem 3.5. (i)
The two classes IARP 1 (CF P IAG) and IARP 1 (CF IAG) coincide, i.e., IARP 1 (CF P IAG) = IARP 1 (CF IAG).
(ii) The two classes IARP 2 (CF P IAG) and IARP 2 (CF IAG) have a non-empty intersection, i.e., IARP 2 (CF P IAG) − IARP 2 (CF IAG) = ∅.
Proof. (i) It is true that L(CF P IAG) = L(CF IAG), see [3, 4] .
(ii) The iso-array language L 3 consisting of iso-arrays describing the token L with equal arms is in IARP 2 (CF IAG). In fact, it is generated by
where . The working rules of the system is as follows: In the skin membrane, the rules R 11 , R 12 are applied and the resultant iso-array is sent into region two, where the rule R 21 is applied and the resulting iso-array is sent out to region one of the skin membrane. In this region, the rule R 13 is applied and the resultant iso-array is sent into region two, in which the rules R 22 and R 23 are applied and the final isoarray obtained is the token L, which can be collected in the region of the output membrane two.
The derivation of a member of the language is shown in Figure 9 . Also the language L 4 consisting of the patterns staircases and L tokens (isoarrays) is in IARP 2 (CF P IAG) is generated by Π 4 .
where (ii) The two classes IARP 5 (CF P IAG) and IARP 3 (CF P IAG) have non-empty intersection, i.e., IARP 5 (CF P IAG) − IARP 3 (CF P IAG) = ∅. (1) (2) (3),(4),(5) Figure 11 . A sample derivation of star pattern.
and
A is the start symbol. The rules of CFPIAG generate star-like pictures (see Figure 11) . Now consider the language L 5 = IAL(Π 5 ) ∈ IARP 5 (CF P IAG) where .
The derivation can be started with R 11 with the target "here" and then R 12 , R 13 are applied with their target indications. In region 1 the application of the rule R 13 with the target out sends the resultant iso-array into region two, where the rules R 21 , R 22 are applied. The target in with R 22 sends the generated isoarray into region one, in which again the rules R 12 , R 14 are applied with the target indications. The resultant iso-array is sent out to region two in which the rule R 23 is applied with the target indication out. In region three the rules R 31 and R 32 are applied. Then the resultant picture is sent into region two where the rule R 22 is applied with the target indication out. The picture pattern once again entered into region three, in which R 33 is applied with the target indication out. In region four the rules (R 41 , here), (R 42 , here), (R 43 , out) are applied. Then the resultant picture pattern is sent out to region five where the rule R 51 is applied twice with the target indication here and then R 52 , R 53 , R 54 are applied. The resultant picture pattern "Star with in a star" is collected in region 5. The resultant picture pattern can be shown in Figure 12 . It is clear that L 5 does not belong to L(CF P IAG) or IARP 3 (CF P IAG). 
Conclusion
We have extended the study of iso-array rewriting P system models with the rules of context-free iso-array grammars and context-free puzzle iso-array grammars and compared the generative powers of the iso-array rewriting P systems with the existing models. This study can be continued to generate more interesting pictures like kolam patterns, tiling patterns, etc.
